Over 20 titles in ABI/INFORM provide specific focus on manufacturing. Key full text content includes essential trade publications such as Manufacturers’ Monthly and Manufacturing Engineering, Springer’s Flexible Services and Manufacturing Journal, Emerald’s Journal of Manufacturing Technology Management and the high impact factor scholarly journal Manufacturing & Service Operations Management.

The titles listed out as specific to Manufacturing are only the tip of the iceberg in terms of the relevant content available in ABI/INFORM. Industries such as automotive, plastics and energy could all be considered as coming under the broad umbrella of Manufacturing – for more detail on the coverage available on specific manufacturing industries, including reports from Business Monitor International on specific industries around the world, see their separate Subject Briefs. Further coverage is provided by general business periodicals and newspapers such as the Wall Street Journal and The Economist.

The Company/Organization search and filter option on the Advanced Search Page allows users to find articles and reports relevant to a specific manufacturing company.

- **Key trade publications:** Manufacturers’ Monthly and Manufacturing Engineering, plus many more on specific industries

- **Key scholarly journals:** Flexible Services and Manufacturing Journal, Journal of Manufacturing Technology Management and Manufacturing & Service Operations Management

- **Non-periodical content highlights:** Business Monitor International quarterly reports on industries such as autos, petrochemicals and power for over 50 countries and regions.

For additional information about training materials: http://proquest.libguides.com/ABI